Visionary Brand Communication
This brief asked me to identify social trends - trends that change
and shape more than just colour, and drive and act as sign posts
to how society is feeling. Through both primary and secondary
research, I created three emerging trends and delivered these
through trend snapshot boards. I have then applied this research
for

my

trend

“Disconnect

to

Reconnect”

and

created

a

promotional campaign for healthy fast food chain LEON that
encourages stressed city workers to reclaim back their lunch
break, and “ditch their desks”.

 

big on quantity. The motto is bigger not better and as a result,
we’re beginning to contemplate the richness of going slow.

“

“

Society today is an advocate of speed: it's short on quality but

www.innocentdrinks.co.uk/us/unplugged

www.mndﬂmeditation.com

77% of 1000 people surveyed saying they permanently

feel anxious.

- Daily Mail

This tribe are overworked and need to take a step back,
It is becoming increasingly hard for us to switch oﬀ, with

refocus their energy, and connect with the world around them.

technology at our ﬁngertips we are always connected. With

This macro trend, Disconnect to Reconnect, is imperative if we

the average consumer owning 3.6 devices, we are constantly

want to continue to lead healthy, happy lives, where we’re not

absorbing information at every turn. The norm has become

ruled by technology, and can once again reconnect with the

spending 5 hours a day browsing the web and social media

world in a more meaningful tangible way.

www.birdasaurus.tumblr.com

(Daily Mail), and Instagraming our meals with friends, rather

“

“

The average user picks up their phone 85 times a day,

which is double what they think it is.

- Nottingham Trent University

A brand fueling this trend is Innocent Smoothies with their
Unplugged Festival that is described as a “weekend oﬀ the
grid.” Held in a secret forest location, guests are encouraged
to leave their digital devices at home.

“

No Wi-Fi, no texts, no traditional electricity. Just a load of

We live in a culture of overtime, where 40% of us check our

people camping in a forest clearing with great music, real

emails ﬁrst thing when we wake up, and it is the last thing we

conversations and lungful’s of fresh air.

look at before we go to sleep. A poll of 12,800 Stylist Magazine

www.ciderwithrosie.com

“

than deeply connecting in conversation with them.

- Innocent Unplugged

readers found that 59% said they stay longer in the oﬃce
than they have to, and as a society we are feeling the
pressures and stresses of this.

www.kinfolk.com

www.breath-taking.org.uk

LEON lunch spots

The bench features a clock on the main sign so workers can track their lunch hour
and reinfornces the campaign as the bench should be filled during lunch hours.

The campaign is centred around LEON lunch spots that have been placed in key
outdoor

locations

close

to

LEON

restuarants

in

London.

Customers

are

encouraged to ditch their desk and reclaim their lunch hour by choosing to eat
outdoors at one of these spots during the summer campaign.

Lunch spots app
To sit alongside the lunch spots LEON will launch an app dedicated
to the campaign which allows customers to view where their
closest LEON and lunch spot are. Using the phones location, the
app will track the time and place when customers choose to ditch
their desk, which they can then view in the app. As the time
ammounts up this can then be exchange in store for rewards that
are stored in the app.

Instagram competition
To create a social buzz around the campaign LEON will encourage
customers to use the #ditchyourdesk to share their images of where they
are spending their lunch break, by doing so will have the chance to win
different LEON prizes each day.

Post it guerilla marketing

To target the audinece on their commute to work LEON will create interactive
billboards in the underground, main train stations and bus stops. The billboards are
covered in post it notes which are vouchers that give customers discount in store. As
more post its are taken, the main advert is reaveled showing customers where the
closest LEON lunch spot is.

Post it voucher
WE’LL
HELP YOU FIND
YOUR CLOSEST LEON
LUNCHSPOT ON OUR
DITCH YOUR DESK
APP.
DOWNLOAD ON APPLE
OR ANDRIOD NOW

D I TCH YOUR AL D E S KO D I N I N G
F OR AL F R E SCO TH I S LU N C H TI M E

50 % O FF
BET W EEN 1 2 -2 p m
WHE N YOU P R E SE N T TH I S I N STO RE
L o ve the L EON Family
x

LEON
#D I TC HYOURDESK

